Abstract
Introduction
To produce better video decoding quality under the constraints of channel bandwidth and transmission delay, rate control fills the role of an interface between codec and channel especially for single layer video coding. Generally speaking, by adjusting quantization parameters at different control levels (such as frame layer and basic unit layer), rate control regulates the coded bit stream to match the channel bandwidth, while optimizing the overall video presentation quality, and prevents the buffer from overflowing and under-flowing. Recent years, rate control has become a research focus in video communication community. Many kinds of rate control schemes have appeared, such as constant bit rate (CBR) [1] and variable bit rate (VBR) schemes [2] , single-pass [1] and two-pass [3] schemes and so on. Some of them are quickly adopted by video coding specifications, such as TM5 [4] for MPEG-2, TMN8 [5] for H.263, VM8 [6] for MPEG-4, JVT (Joint Video Team) -G012 [7] for H.264/AVC and so forth. Nevertheless, these schemes or results only focus on non-scalable video coding.
The scalable extension of H.264 advance video coding standard (H.264/SVC for short) is the newest scalable video coding specification, which supports three kinds of scalability, i.e. temporal, spatial and quality scalabilities [8] . In coding performance comparison with the motion compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) [9] , hierarchical B frames scheme can provide higher coding efficiency for temporal scalability of H.264/SVC without the additional motion-compensated update step. On the another hand, depending on the flexible reference picture memory control mechanism, the coding order for hierarchical B frames can be controlled in a way that reference frames are encoded before they are used for motion-compensated prediction and hierarchical B frames prediction structure can be easily integrated into original H.264/AVC with the only changes of some temporal levels (TL) signaling. Accordingly, in the newest version of H.264/SVC, its temporal scalability is implemented by hierarchical B frames prediction structure. As depicted in Figure 1 , by restricting motion compensated prediction to reference pictures with less temporal level identifier (TLId), the picture to be predicted becomes a temporal enhancement picture [8] . The TLId starts from 0 for temporal base layer, in which all the pictures are coding as either I frames or P frames and called as key frame (black in Figure 1 ).
Other pictures with higher TLId than 0 are coding as B frames. The B frames between two successive key frames with the succeeding key frame constitute a group of pictures (GOP). Obviously, due to the temporal dependency relation, pictures with smaller TLId are more important than other pictures. The proposed rate control scheme of this paper has to take this feature into consideration.
Some initial research has been carried out for rate control of temporal scalability. Because temporal scalability was realized by MCTF in the initial version of H.264/SVC, the rate control scheme proposed by L. Xu et al. [10] made use of the hierarchical relations inherent from the MCTF. At present, although there is no integrated rate control mechanism for H.264/SVC, its reference software Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) [11] adopts a JVT-G012-like rate control scheme for its base layer and rate control schemes for hierarchical B frames prediction structure have emerged. The rate control scheme presented in [12] employed a method of setting scaling factors to achieve efficient bit allocation at frame level in different temporal levels. Y. Liu et al. [13] proposed to use weighting factors to demonstrate the relative importance of every frame in hierarchical B frames prediction structure and control the bit allocation at frame layer. Recently, the famous ρ-domain model has been incorporated into the rate control scheme for temporal scalability [14] . In the work of M. Li et al. [15] , a temporal layer rate control phase was introduced to achieve better rate control and a weighting factor scheme was developed to address the features of hierarchical B frames structure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a quadratic logarithmic rate and distortion model is introduced based on the analysis of transform coefficient distribution characteristic. In section 3, a rate control scheme based on our new rate model is proposed for temporal scalability. In section 4, the experimental results are presented to verify the performance of the proposed rate control scheme. At last, a conclusion of this paper is carried out.
A new rate-distortion (R-D) model
In the area of rate control, rate quantization (R-Q) model together with distortion quantization (D-Q) model are jointly called as R-D model, by which the R-D behavior of certain encoder is characterized. In the past few years, many R-D models have been proposed from various perspectives. The most classical quadratic model [16] , which has been adopted by the recommended rate control algorithms of MPEG-4 and H.264/AVC, was deduced from the Taylor expanding of the R-D function based on Laplacian distribution. After investigating the percentage property of the DCT zeros coefficients, He et al. built up a ρ-domain model [17] to describe the relationship between rate and ρ. Because the statistical distribution of the DCT coefficients is closer to the Cauchy distribution than to Laplacian distribution, a Cauchy-Density-Based R-D model has been developed by Kamaci et al. [18] . Since the header bits may occupy a larger portion of the total bits, a header rate model and a source rate model are developed separately [19] . Recently, an exponential rate model [20] was proposed to elegantly resolve the "chicken and egg dilemma" in H.264/AVC rate control. However, scarcely any study about R-D model of scalable video coding has been carried out.
Knowledge of transform coefficient distribution is important to research on rate distortion characteristic of transform coding based video encoder. Hence, it's necessary to investigate the transform coefficient distribution of hierarchical B frames. With the method of Maximum Likelihood estimation and transform coefficient data of hierarchical B frames, two goodness-of-fit tests, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and the χ 2 test, are performed to decide the best distribution among statistic are computed for each location of Zig-Zag scan order under the considered above three distribution models. The distribution that gives the minimum χ 2 statistic is chosen as the best fit model. The number of certain model chosen as the best fit is sum up for every frame type, and then the selected data of coefficients with Zig-Zag index 0, 5, 15 (C0, C5, C15) are listed in Table 1 . To illustrate the fit results of the Maximum Likelihood estimation, a distribution fit result from coefficients with Zig-Zag index 10 of a B frame of sequence 'Crew' is listed in Figure 2 . These results demonstrate that in temporal scalability of H.264/SVC the CCH can be considered as the best distribution to model the coefficients. That is to say that the Cauchy distribution can still be considered as the best description for the transform coefficients of temporal scalability in H.264/SVC.
The Cauchy distribution leads to the Cauchy-Density-Based R-D model [18] , which can be expressed as a linear relationship as follows:
However, owing to the only consideration of source, this model is not accurate enough in actual encoder, especially for H.264/SVC. For using the various data correlations in video signal, many kinds of coding modes are employed to reduce redundancy in H.264/SVC. On the one hand, this feature leads to the increase of the header bits relative to the previous specifications. On the other hand, this feature makes the prediction more accurate, and the bits used to encoding the residual frame are reduced, which results the ratio heightening of header bits in the total bits (texture bits plus header bits) especially at low rates. In the header information, the encoding of some kinds of data difference, such as the Quantization Parameter difference and the motion vector difference of neighbor MBs, may make the header bits change abruptly. Consequently, the number of header bits is difficult to estimate or model. Moreover, from the Rate Distortion Optimization (RDO) process in H.264/SVC, it is known that quantization step size (QS) affects the header bits through the selection of Lagrange multiplier. Because of above reasons, the relationship between total bits and QS doesn't follow the CauchyDensity-Based R-D model at all time.
Motivated by the Cauchy-Density-Based R-D model, to reveal the relationships between the frame total bits, the frame distortion (represented by mean-square-error) and QS in natural logarithm domain, the H.264/SVC encoder of JSVM [11] is exhaustively run on many sequences with different QSs. At particular QS, the numbers of actual total bits used for encoding frames at different temporal levels and their Mean Square Error (MSE) are recorded respectively. Then, through performing curve fitting on extensive testing data of I, P and B frame, it is find that these R-D relationships can be modeled by quadratic function in natural logarithm domain as illustrated in Figure 3 . Hence the R-D model in natural logarithm domain is expressed by
where a, b, c, d, e, f are the model parameters, R is the total bits for a frame, Q is the quantization step size. From Figure 3 , this R-D model can accommodate to very broad quantization range, from low rate end to high rate end. And if let Q = 1, namely lnQ = 0, we can obtain c = lnR and f = lnD, which are invariant with Q and describe the inherent coding complexity of certain video encoder from rate and distortion point of view respectively.
Rate control for temporal scalability

Initial Quantization Parameter (QP) setting
The QP used to encode the first frame in a video sequence is called as Initial Quantization Parameter, which is usually denoted as QP 0 . The value of QP 0 has great significance on the coding performance of the whole sequence. Generally speaking, factors of the available channel width, buffer fullness, the specific content and coding structure of sequence have to be taken into consideration during the setting of QP 0 . But some information, especially information about sequence, is not available before video frame is encoded. Hence, QP 0 setting is actually a tough problem and an empirical method is usually employed in rate control scheme as follows [11] . 
where l 1 = 0.1, l 2 = 0.3, l 3 = 0.6 is recommended for QCIF, l 1 = 0.2, l 2 = 0.6, l 3 = 1.2 is recommended for CIF, and l 1 = 0.6, l 2 = 1.4, l 3 = 2.4 is recommended for the picture size larger than CIF, bpp is Bit per Pixel and defined as
where R is the available channel width, F is the frame rate, and N pixel is the number of pixel in a picture. Video content is difficult to be introduced into the definition of bpp, but for the hierarchical B frames prediction structure bpp can be redefined as
where N I , N P are I, P frame numbers in one second and N i B is B frame numbers at the i th temporal level in one second, ω I , ω P , ω i B are weighting factors at the i th temporal levels which express the average bits number ratio, their values are decided empirically. Comparing (4) with (5), (4) treats all frame in a frame rate interval as the same frame type, namely I frame, but the hierarchical structure is incorporated into the definition of bpp in (5). With the new bpp, QP 0 can be attained by (3).
GOP layer rate control
The GOP level rate control decides the available bits budget number B GOP (i) provided by channel and buffer before the key picture is encoded in the i th GOP, and computes a base QP named QP GOPBase (i) to give out a base line for final QP decision of every frame in this GOP. B GOP (i) is given as below
where N GOP is the frame number in a GOP, TBL GOP is the target buffer level usually set as the size of 0.8×BufferSize, BF(i) is the buffer fullness before this GOP is encoded. QP GOPBase (i) is calculated as
where QP GOPAve (i) is average QP of the i th GOP. And there are definitions as
and
where Win GOP is a size of window that counts the number of GOP used to compute the GOP base QP and can be set with the value of 5.
TL layer rate control
In the prediction structure of hierarchical B frames, pictures with smaller TLId are used as the reference of motion compensation for pictures with higher TLId. Obviously, pictures with smaller TLId are more important than other pictures and their quality has great effect on reconstruction of pictures of higher temporal levels. Consequently, given fixed bit amount, more bits should be allocated to the pictures with smaller TLId to guarantee entire coding quality. Enlightened by this feature, bit allocation for different TL can be calculated as 
where B GOP (i, j) is the remaining budget GOP bits before the j th TL is encoded, α is 0.25, X TL (i-1, l) is the coding complexity of the l th TL in i-1 th GOP and is defined as 
Then, the base QP for a TL QP TLBase (i, j) is set on the basis of QP GOPBase (i) as follows.
where β is QP difference between neighboring TLs and is set as 1 empirically.
Frame layer rate control
The final QP used to encoded frame is decided in frame level rate control. Before QP determination a reasonable bits number should be allocated to a frame and the R-Q model can be used to calculate the frame QP. However, due to the different R-D property of key frame and no-key frame, bit allocation of them has to be treated discriminatingly.
Bit allocation for key frame
In general, a few of adjacent key frames have similar coding property. Hence the bits number used to encode a few of previous key frames can be employed to decide the bit allocation of current key frame. After taking the available channel bandwidth into account, the bits allocated to key frame can be computed as
where Bits(j, 0, 0) is the actual bits number used to encode the key frame in j th GOP, and χ is a weighting factor and empirically set to 0.75.
Bit allocation for non-key frame
All non-key frames are hierarchical B frames. However, B frames with lower TLId always demand more bits than B frames with higher TLId to achieve the same reconstruction quality. In addition, factors of available channel bandwidth, buffer status and the coding property of B frames in the same TL of previous GOP should be reckoned in during bit allocation. The bit allocation for non-key frame is computed as where τ is a weighting factor and empirically set to 0.8. And B Frm1 (i, j) and B Frm1 (i, j) are defined as
1, ,
where γ is 0.2, TBL(i, j, k) is the target buffer level of frame (i, j, k) and can be computed as
where BF(i, 0, 0) is the buffer fullness after the key frame is encoded.
Frame QP determination
According to the R-Q model and frame type, the frame QP can be calculated using the allocated bits. If the allocated bits is below 0, in order not to over-count the frame level target bits too much, frame QP is set by
Frm TLBase
If the allocated bits is above 0, the R-Q model in equation (2) is used to calculate a QP Cal (i, j, k) . Because of the different R-D property of key frame and non-key frame different R-Q models should be used for key frame and non-key frame. In the proposed scheme two R-Q models are used, one for key frame and the other for non-key frame. And since parameters of R-Q model aren't set at the beginning of encoding, two modes of parameters are used; they are empirical mode and dynamic mode. In empirical mode the empirical parameters are used for R-Q model. The empirical parameters for different frame type are average of fit results of several test sequences. In dynamic mode the model parameters are updated by linear regression method with the actual rate and distortion data. At last, the frame QP is computed as
where ω is weighting factor and empirically set to 0.75. Further, there is a QP restriction as follow.
Finally, the QP should be restricted in the range of usually used QPs, i.e.,
After frame is encoded the buffer fullness needs to be updated:
The bit budgets of TL level and GOP level are also updated by 
Experimental results
Our experiments are carried out on the software of JSVM 9.18. The JVT-G012-like rate control scheme adopted by current JSVM is the reorganized version of JVT-G012 in document JVT-W042 [21] . Hence, this rate control scheme taken hierarchical B frames prediction structure into account is denoted by "JVT-042". To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, several video sequences are tested. At first, the anchor bit rates were decided by encoding test sequences at fixed QPs, i.e. 24, 30, 36, 42, using scalable encoder of JSVM 9.18. Then JVT-W042 and the proposed scheme set these anchor bit rates as target bit rates. Finally, these two schemes performed at GOP sizes of 4 and 8. The average PSNR differences between rate distortion curves are calculates to evaluate the gain of performance.
Many video sequences usually selected by JVT are chosen as test sequences. And some results of the performance comparisons between JVT-W042 scheme and the proposed scheme are listed in Table  2 and Table 3 . In Table 2 and Table 3 , "Seq." represents names of sequences, "Target" and "Bitrate" are the target rate and actual rate for rate control respectively and their unit is "kbps", "ΔRate" is the percentage of bit rate inaccuracy and defined as actualRate targetRate Rate 100% targetRate
"PSNR" is the weighting average Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio of three components, namely Y, Cb and Cr, in video sequence, namely defined as 4 6
and its unit is "dB". "ΔPSNR" denotes the PSNR increment of the proposed scheme relative to JVT-042. From Table 2 and Table 3 , it is shown that the accuracy of target bits matching is improved for every target rate. And because of the bit allocation at TL layer and the introduced R-Q model, the encoder with the proposed rate control scheme can also achieve better performance for most of the test sequences. A PSNR increase by up to 0.572 dB is also shown presented in Table 2 . The experimental results prove that the coding efficiency can be improved by the proposed rate control scheme with the specified target rates. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel scheme for hierarchical B frames prediction structure is proposed to address the rate control problem of temporal scalability in H.264/SVC. After examining the R-D characteristic of transform coefficient for frame in hierarchical B frames prediction structure, a novel R-D model is presented to describe the quadratic relation between rate and distortion in natural logarithm domain. Then, in the proposed rate control scheme, besides the introduction of the proposed R-D model, the hierarchical structure of sequence is considered during the computation of bpp and a TL level rate control phase is introduced to achieve more accurate bit allocation. On the basis of experiment results, we can conclude that the developed rate control scheme can provide good performance and can be expected to be used in practical video application. 
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